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                            Change is also a global
                            reality in conservation, 
                            where climate change, 
                            wildlife crime, 
                            population 
                            growth, resource 
                            depletion and its  
                            mirror, multi-
                            dimensional poverty, 
are pressing realities, which continue 
to change the landscape, 
communities, and the trajectory of 
our future. 

WWF Namibia is not afraid of change.  Our 
actions and reactions to the changing world 
define the difference that we can make in 
the lives of the people we touch and the 
planet that we share. 

The WWF Namibia Conservation Strategy for 
2022-2026 details our approach to facing 
change and taking on these challenges. Our 
strategy is based on substance, needs, and 
an ambitious desire to meet the challenges 
of today and tomorrow. It is backed by 
decades of conservation gains in communal 
conservancies, combatting wildlife crime, 
and work across borders in the Kavango- 
Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area. It 
is supported by a growing team of 
enthusiastic, talented leaders in 
conservation. 

ChangeChange  
\'chánj\\'chánj\
To make different,To make different,
to alter or modifyto alter or modify

WWF Namibia – A Year ofWWF Namibia – A Year of  
ChangeChange    

It is this combination that allows us to 
continue our work in conservancies while 
also focusing on emerging opportunities, 
challenges, threats to sustainable 
development and inclusive conservation in 
Namibia and the broader region. 

The new strategy has six key thematic focus 
areas:

1) Responsible stewardship of wildlife and 
wild places, 
2) Unlocking socio-economic value of natural 
resources, 
3) Increasing resilience to shocks and 
systemic changes, 
4) Supporting landscape-level conservation, 
5) Protecting, conserving, and rehabilitating 
Namibia’s key biodiversity assets and 
6) Building the enabling environment for 
conservation. 

WWF Namibia is proud to work across 
sectors in Namibia from government 
ministries, regional councils, traditional 
authorities, non-governmental 
organizations, and the private sector to 
deliver inclusive conservation results. This 
impact report reflects the strength of these 
partnerships, the commitment of Namibian 
people to conservation and sustainable use, 
and the hard work of our dedicated staff. We
are proud to share our key results from the
year 2022 with you. 
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Zero extinction of species

Namibia has globally significant
populations of black rhino, elephant,
pangolin, cheetah, and lion, amongst
other important species of animals and
plants. To protect these species, WWF
Namibia is the driving force behind three
major wildlife crime projects: Countering
Wildlife Trafficking in Namibia and KAZA
(funded by INL), the Integrated Wildlife
Protection Project (funded by KfW), and
Combatting Wildlife Crime Project
(funded by USAID), which has targeted
goals of protecting the rhino and
elephant populations of Namibia and
KAZA (both WWF priority species),
respectively. 

22

Creating a good impact report means
being transparent with your audience.
Back up your claims with relevant data.
Keep your sentences concise when
necessary, but dive into detail when it
comes to qualitative and quantitative
evidence. Remember: an impact report is
a combination of understanding your
mission, your work, and your audience,
and communicating that clearly with the
rest of the world.

Zero loss of natural habitats

WWF Namibia’s work spans ± 38 million 
hectares in Namibia and across our 
borders. Our projects conserve and 
protect old growth forests, river systems, 
deserts, savannas, and 86 communal 
conservancies in Namibia, an initiative 
that WWF has championed for three 
decades.  Over the past year, WWF 
Namibia has expanded our work in the 
Kavango Zambezi Transfrontier 
Conservation Area (KAZA TFCA), and with 
our partners, made progress in securing 
wildlife corridors and the protection of
additional large landscape conservation 
areas in Namibia and across our borders. 
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WWF Namibia contributes toWWF Namibia contributes to  
WWF’s global goalsWWF’s global goals  
In addition, WWF Namibia's Strategy contributes to the three WWF global 
targets to achieve 
      (1) zero extinction, 
      (2) zero loss of natural habitat, and 
      (3) half footprint of consumption, production and Green House Gases    
            (GHG) emissions and its Communities of Practices. 

In 2021-2022, WWF Namibia delivered:
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Halve footprint of consumption 
and production

In 2022, WWF Namibia helped communities 
lay a foundation for a Green Economy vision 
in the Kavango East and Kavango West 
regions. We supported research into the 
health and threats to ground water in areas 
of mining exploration, drafted a 
                  option paper, and critically, we 
worked with local communities to empower 
them to use their voices and rights to ensure 
that development is sustainable and works 
for people and the planet. We added 
support to strengthen value chain work as 
part of conservation agriculture and to pay 
wildlife stewards for conservation results 
through Wildlife Credits, a home-grown 
payment for eco-system services initiative. 

                                                          Coming Clean 
on Energy
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For WWF to be effective, we mustFor WWF to be effective, we must
face challenges and change throughface challenges and change through  
a local prism, putting the needs and aspirationsa local prism, putting the needs and aspirations  
of Namibians front and center.of Namibians front and center.  
This approach is reflected in the six Strategic Outcomes,This approach is reflected in the six Strategic Outcomes,  
each with its own clearly defined targets, associatedeach with its own clearly defined targets, associated  
measures, and activities. This framework ensures thatmeasures, and activities. This framework ensures that  
we are accountable to ourselves and to you – our donors,we are accountable to ourselves and to you – our donors,  
supporters, partners, and stakeholders.supporters, partners, and stakeholders.

WWF Namibia’s StrategicWWF Namibia’s Strategic  
Plan 2022-2026Plan 2022-2026  

OUTCOME 1:OUTCOME 1:
Responsible stewardship of wildlife andResponsible stewardship of wildlife and  
wild places for livelihoods, governance,wild places for livelihoods, governance,  
and conservationand conservation  

Three decades of work in Namibia haveThree decades of work in Namibia have  
shown that when people andshown that when people and  
communities have legallycommunities have legally  
recognized rights torecognized rights to  
sustainablysustainably  
manage andmanage and  
benefit frombenefit from  
natural resources, and, most importantly,natural resources, and, most importantly,  
have ownership and pride of thesehave ownership and pride of these  
resources, conservation outcomes areresources, conservation outcomes are  
enhanced.enhanced.

Still, challenges remain. They includeStill, challenges remain. They include  
increasing conservation andincreasing conservation and  
development needs; insufficient skills anddevelopment needs; insufficient skills and  
resources to effectively address them;resources to effectively address them;  
disincentives for good governance anddisincentives for good governance and  
good management that lead to weakgood management that lead to weak
conservation performance and effect;conservation performance and effect;

  lack of economic sector coordination andlack of economic sector coordination and  
cohesion; and competing land usescohesion; and competing land uses  
systems and mechanisms that do notsystems and mechanisms that do not  
allow conservancies, indigenous people,allow conservancies, indigenous people,  
and local communities to equitablyand local communities to equitably  
benefit from sustainable natural resourcebenefit from sustainable natural resource  
management.management.

Addressing these challenges andAddressing these challenges and  
delivering on the conservation anddelivering on the conservation and  
development needs and aspirations ofdevelopment needs and aspirations of  
the country, WWF will continue its long-the country, WWF will continue its long-  
term engagement and support toterm engagement and support to  
communities and expand its focus tocommunities and expand its focus to  
include working to enhanced stewardshipinclude working to enhanced stewardship  
in communal conservancies, protectedin communal conservancies, protected  
areas and freehold farms.areas and freehold farms.



WWF provided key technical and logistical support for the annual wildlife counts. 533 routes 
covering over 14 200 km, and involving over 620 people were completed, contributing to one of 
the longest running data collection events of its kind in the world. 

Two emerging Community-based organizations – Women for Conservation and Namibia Rural 
Women’s Assembly – were supported. These organisations are now better able express their 
specific gender needs, participate in discussions and exert their voices on decision-making. 

Training for 50 CBNRM staff (30 men and 20 women) was conducted by a conflict analyst and 
court mediator to enhance conflict analysis skills and introduce conflict management tools. 

A Theory of Change for Leading the Change Phase 2, supported by SIDA and WWF Sweden, was 
designed in a participatory process, enabling WWF and NACSO to collectively develop a follow- 
on action that is timely and responsive to the emerging needs. 

The NACSO Institutional Development Working Group implemented inclusive conservation 
interventions by providing feedback focusing on adaptive management at village/centre level, 
village/centre level elections, and annual general meetings. 
  
WWF supported the development of a joint proposal with NACSO to the Oak Foundation to work 
with local communities on improving governance by integrating young women/girls and 
indigenous communities into conservancy management. Follow-up activities include the 
establishment of dedicated Girls Clubs.  
  
The Integrated Wildlife Protection Project supported the MEFT with the national roll out of SMART 
for park management and wildlife protection. 79 MEFT staff were trained in SMART data 
collection, and databases in several national parks were upgraded to SMART 7. The cybertracker 
data collection app was replaced by the new SMART Mobile version. 

2021 – 2021 Key Results: 

Namibia for Life (N4L)
Namibia inaugurated its dedicated Project Finance for Permanence (PFP) under the Ensuring 
Earth Programme of WWF US in 2021. The PFP Deal Development Team was identified and 
launched in July 2021. This team is made up of WWF and Enduring Earth, a partnership of WWF, 
The Nature Conservancy, PEW Charitable Trust and Zomalab.

In March 2022, the Enduring Earth partnership formally transitioned the PFP from the feasibility 
to the planning stage, which created opportunities for interacting sharing experiences and 
lessons being learned with other PFPs around the world. 
 
N4L’s draft goal is to enable ~100 communal conservancies (223,000+ people) to deliver 
community-driven, permanent protection for up to 20 M hectares of land and to catalyse 
socioeconomic development for conservancy members. Its draft scope includes (i) an 
Endowment for Extension Services to strengthen community-based natural resource 
management in Namibia, (ii) a Socio-economic Development Fund to support nature-based 
enterprises and economic development opportunities, and (iii) Conservation Performance 
Payments (PES/ Wildlife Credits) to protect sustainable landscapes.

To date, N4L has secured US$15 Million from the Bezos Earth Fund, and Namibian government 
support to access US$7 Million from the Global Environmental Facility (GEF-7). 
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OUTCOME 2:OUTCOME 2:
Unlocking the socio-economic value of naturalUnlocking the socio-economic value of natural  
resourcesresources

92% of Namibia is semi- to hyper-arid.92% of Namibia is semi- to hyper-arid.  
Given the mounting impacts of climateGiven the mounting impacts of climate  
change, it is essential that in dry-change, it is essential that in dry-  
subhumid environments, wildlife issubhumid environments, wildlife is  
recognised as the most suitable andrecognised as the most suitable and  
viable land-use option. It causes the leastviable land-use option. It causes the least  
environmental damage and can be usedenvironmental damage and can be used  
to unlock socio-economic value of wildlifeto unlock socio-economic value of wildlife  
and wild places to provide sustainableand wild places to provide sustainable  
value.value.

Currently, this value is created throughCurrently, this value is created through  
nature-based tourism and conservationnature-based tourism and conservation  
hunting, which is recognised by localhunting, which is recognised by local  
communities and the nationalcommunities and the national  
government, and their associated valuegovernment, and their associated value  
chains. Other values are being exploredchains. Other values are being explored  
such as wildlife-based products,such as wildlife-based products,  
pro-conservationpro-conservation  
agricultural productionagricultural production  
developed by localdeveloped by local  
farmers and entrepreneurs,farmers and entrepreneurs,
and payments forand payments for  
conservation performanceconservation performance  
by the wildlifeby the wildlife  
stewards.stewards.

WWF will continue to invest in unlockingWWF will continue to invest in unlocking  
the broad spectrum of values that naturethe broad spectrum of values that nature  
provides to build stronger, inclusiveprovides to build stronger, inclusive  
conservation solutions and generateconservation solutions and generate  
social and cultural benefits that aresocial and cultural benefits that are  
valued by rural communities, positioningvalued by rural communities, positioning  
conservation as a viable developmentconservation as a viable development  
opportunity against other often-opportunity against other often-  
conflicting economic developments suchconflicting economic developments such  
as mining, large scale agriculture andas mining, large scale agriculture and  
infrastructure projects.infrastructure projects.



More than $2.5 million has been disbursed to Namibia’s communal conservancies and N$1.6 million 
to Joint Venture (JV) tourism partners over the past two years through the Conservation Relief, 
Recovery and Resilience Facility (CRRRF) to provide COVID-19 emergency relief and recovery to 
community conservancies and conservation partners. This support has kept conservancies running, 
sustained wages for over 1,000 conservancy employees, protected wildlife from poaching by 
keeping more than 700 community game guards win the field, and prevented the collapse of the 
conservancy tourism industry by supporting 39 joint ventures and six tourism dependent 
enterprises.

WWF is providing support to the Kyaramacan Association in the negotiations of their Memorandum 
of Agreement with the MEFT, which will determine the rights of the residents in the Bwabwata 
National Park regarding the management of the Mulitple Use Area. 

WWF is supporting renegotiations of JV agreements, providing courses for conservancies on the 
management of JV partnerships and updating the compliance frameworks for all the JV agreements.

Through the Sustainable Wildlife Management project, WWF supported the facilitation of hunting 
contracts and quota setting meetings and sensitization by the Natural Resource Working Group. 

The Wildlife Credits a payment for eco-systems services (PES) initiative, has demonstrated that 
traditional donors (bilateral and philanthropic) are open to investing in a conservation financing 
model based on performance and outcomes instead of inputs and upfront services delivery by third 
parties. To date, 5 Wildlife Credits products have been developed and piloted in 6 conservancies, to 
pay conservancies for lion, elephant, and rhino sightings and one product for maintaining wildlife
corridors. 

WWF Namibia is exploring other PES opportunities related to carbon finance and participated on a 
technical steering committee that worked on PES schemes that could be implemented with local 
communities in the Cubango-Okavango River Basin under the leadership of OKACOM.

20 community managed fisheries reserves have been established, some with WWF support, and are 
operational in Namibia. 18 of these fisheries reserves were established between 2020 and 2021, 
while the Salambala Conservancy is receiving support to establish a fish reserve.

A fish survey on the Kwando River is planned for the end of 2022 to help clarify the impact
proclaimed community fish reserves and enhanced enforcement are having on fish resources. 

Nyae Nyae Conservancy is receiving support for the revision of its Game Management and 
Utilization Plan, which will take into consideration the intent of the MEFT to register the Nyae Nyae 
Pans as a wetland of significant importance under the Ramsar Convention. 

The Green Economy Vision work, implemented in Kavango East and Kavango West, aims to enhance 
efforts for the people and communities to effectively exercise their rights, control decisions, and 
equitably receive benefits from natural resources, while also contributing to the sustainable 
management of key ecosystems and habitats. Moreover, it is designed to identify, consider, and 
develop an inclusive green industrial and extractive economy vision to guide development options 
and opportunities in the Kavango regions. 

In the Zambezi Region, the Integrated Conservation Planning work supported by the COmON 
Foundation enables WWF’s work to incentivize youth to become active in conservancies, recognising 
the goodwill and work of local communities to secure corridors, ensuring improved Human Wildlife 
Conflict outcomes, and commitment to pro-conservation work. 

A strong partnership with the Ministry of Gender Equality, Poverty Alleviation and Social Welfare has 
been fostered to systematically address multi-dimensional poverty through WWF’s inclusive 
conservation work in Namibia.

2021 – 2021 Key Results: 
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Increasing resilience to shock and systemic changeIncreasing resilience to shock and systemic change  

Namibia is exposed to systemic changeNamibia is exposed to systemic change  
such as climate change, populationsuch as climate change, population  
increase, settlement expansion, andincrease, settlement expansion, and  
episodic shocks – droughts, pandemics,episodic shocks – droughts, pandemics,  
flooding, and market collapse. Theseflooding, and market collapse. These  
elements can lead to creeping poverty,elements can lead to creeping poverty,  
underdevelopment, discontentment, andunderdevelopment, discontentment, and  
short-term economic and livelihoodshort-term economic and livelihood  
destruction, resulting in devastatingdestruction, resulting in devastating  
environmental effects.environmental effects.

Water and rainfall are critical to Namibia,Water and rainfall are critical to Namibia,  
and vulnerability assessments haveand vulnerability assessments have  
indicated that this already arid land mayindicated that this already arid land may  
be pushed to further extremes.be pushed to further extremes.  

OUTCOME 3:OUTCOME 3:

Understanding the impact of climate changeUnderstanding the impact of climate change  
on communities and landscapes and planningon communities and landscapes and planning  
for changes before they occur is critical tofor changes before they occur is critical to  
building resilience.building resilience.

Ecosystem-based adaptation, includingEcosystem-based adaptation, including  
building connectivity and rehabilitatingbuilding connectivity and rehabilitating  
habitat, is a major contribution to resiliencehabitat, is a major contribution to resilience  
building. WWF factors in these drivers as webuilding. WWF factors in these drivers as we  
work with our partners to build adaptivework with our partners to build adaptive  
capacity to fully integrate vibrant rural townscapacity to fully integrate vibrant rural towns  
and villages into secure conservationand villages into secure conservation  
landscapes and increase the resilience oflandscapes and increase the resilience of  
people and ecosystems to withstand shockspeople and ecosystems to withstand shocks  
and systemic change.and systemic change.



As part of WWF's Climate Crowd project, WWF
Namibia is working with communities and local
NGOs to collect and analyze data on climate
impacts to communities, share this data with
communities and work with them to develop
solutions that focus on increasing water
security, climate-smart agriculture, alternative
resilient livelihoods, protecting and restoring
forests, and education that help people and
nature adapt to a changing climate. To date, 
 residents of 13 settlements in the Zambezi
region have been involved in the project. 

Regenerative agriculture practices outside of
core wildlife habitat and wildlife movement
corridors are being promoted as win-win
situations for communities and wildlife and
help to reduce human wildlife conflict. 

A first full value chain pilot is underway in the
Zambezi Region, with a private sector buyer
identified to purchase chilies through
production that results in conservation
outcomes.

Under the Sustainable Wildlife Management
project, 51 participants were trained in poultry
production methodologies and of these, 8 of
the participants have initially been selected for
a longer-term poultry mentorship program
that includes growing and producing their own
poultry feed, focusing on production aimed for
entering the local value chain.

2021 – 2021 Key Results: 
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OUTCOME 4:OUTCOME 4:
Support landscape-level conservationSupport landscape-level conservation  

Namibia has achieved extraordinaryNamibia has achieved extraordinary  
milestones in landscape protection withmilestones in landscape protection with  
45% of the country under some form of45% of the country under some form of  
conservation management. But many ofconservation management. But many of  
the landscapes both within andthe landscapes both within and  
adjacent to Namibia are fragmented;adjacent to Namibia are fragmented;
a trend that is increasing and leading toa trend that is increasing and leading to  
loss of biodiversity. Habitat, wildlifeloss of biodiversity. Habitat, wildlife  
connectivity, and space to move areconnectivity, and space to move are  
particularly important in aridparticularly important in arid  
environments that are subjected to greatenvironments that are subjected to great  
variation in rainfall and flooding events asvariation in rainfall and flooding events as  
well as climate change.well as climate change.

Improving ecosystem connectivity is aImproving ecosystem connectivity is a  
major focus of the Landscapesmajor focus of the Landscapes  
Conservation thematic area, as the mostConservation thematic area, as the most  
effective way of protecting and retainingeffective way of protecting and retaining  
biodiversity, and underpinning a vibrantbiodiversity, and underpinning a vibrant  
and sustainable economy where residentand sustainable economy where resident  
communities benefit. Efforts to optimallycommunities benefit. Efforts to optimally  
link habitats and allow for free movementlink habitats and allow for free movement  
of wildlife need to be pursued across allof wildlife need to be pursued across all  
categories of land use, including nationalcategories of land use, including national  
parks, forest reserves, communalparks, forest reserves, communal  
conservancies, freehold farms, andconservancies, freehold farms, and  
across borders into Transfrontieracross borders into Transfrontier  
conservation areas, such as KAZA, in ourconservation areas, such as KAZA, in our  
collective pursuit of inclusivecollective pursuit of inclusive  
conservation goals.conservation goals.



With local partners, WWF US, and an important donor commitment, WWF Namibia has made 
significant progress in leveraging the Legacy Landscapes Fund for investment in Namibia's 
north-west, an area that includes the proposed Ombonde People's Park.  Our proposal 
submitted to the LLF was selected as one of seven of 62 applications. The full proposal will be 
submitted in February 2023. 

Work is underway to explore possibilities for the Iona-Skeleton Coast TFCA, the Etosha – 
Mangetti Khaudum Conservation Bridge Landscape, and the Gariep Basin in the south to 
promote the restoration, protection, and connectivity of land in line with the goals of inclusive 
conservation and the emerging Biodiversity Global Framework (30x30). 

Across all our work, Environmental and Social Safeguards Framework are being implemented.

2021 – 2021 Key Results: 

WWF in KAZA:
WWF Namibia contributes to the implementation of the Kavango Zambezi Transfrontier 
Conservation Area (KAZA TCFA) Strategic Plan in the following ways: 

WWF Namibia provided a coordinator, financial management and helped secure $3 million for 
the first synchronized transboundary aerial survey of KAZA, which took off in July 2022. 
 
Data from most of the elephant movement pattern studies conducted in KAZA has been 
consolidated into a single database for analysis and presentation as part of a policy brief for 
the KAZA Secretariat. 

Black and white rhino numbers in KAZA declined, primarily due to poaching losses in 
Botswana; however, the population increased in Namibia. 

6 of 13 collared elephants undertook transboundary movements by December 2021. 

The analysis of collated movement data of 203 GPS-collared elephants in KAZA from 2010 to 
present clearly indicates the negative impact of fences on wildlife movement, especially 
elephant breeding herds, and the need for greater understanding of ecological connectivity. 

WWF Namibia, through the COmON Foundation grant, supported the design and printing of 
road signage for the 29 priority micro-corridors in the Zambezi Region.

29 wildlife corridors (8 in Angola, 2 in Namibia, 6 in Zambia and 13 in Botswana) have been the 
focus of the Dreamfund project in the Kwando Wildlife Disperal Area.

Various activities are underway in Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, and Botswana to support 
conservation agriculture and agro-ecology interventions such as climate smart agriculture. 

Devil’s Claw registration and training was facilitated by our partners for 1,245 wild harvesters 
(546 males and 699 females) from all 12 Khwe San villages in Bwabwata National Park. 

There are 4 emerging conservancies in the Zambezi Region. 

The 3 WWF COs in KAZA secured $14.3 m from a total of 8 grants to support work in KAZA. 
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OUTCOME 5:OUTCOME 5:
Protect, conserve, and rehabilitate Namibia’s keyProtect, conserve, and rehabilitate Namibia’s key
biodiversity assetsbiodiversity assets  

Namibia is home to biodiversity hot spotsNamibia is home to biodiversity hot spots
in the south, the largest free-roamingin the south, the largest free-roaming
population of black rhino in the world,population of black rhino in the world,
and as part of KAZA, the largestand as part of KAZA, the largest
population of elephants left on earth.population of elephants left on earth.
These are just a few examples of theThese are just a few examples of the
wealth of biodiversity protected in ourwealth of biodiversity protected in our
country.country.

While good progress had been madeWhile good progress had been made
during the decades since independenceduring the decades since independence
to address the negative impacts ofto address the negative impacts of
unplanned development and conflictingunplanned development and conflicting
land-use interests on wildlife populations,land-use interests on wildlife populations,
in recent years an extended, severein recent years an extended, severe
drought, a poaching onslaught, ever-drought, a poaching onslaught, ever-
growing human development needs, andgrowing human development needs, and
increased human-wildlife conflict resultedincreased human-wildlife conflict resulted
in increased pressure on naturalin increased pressure on natural
resources.resources.

We recognize the threats from pollutionWe recognize the threats from pollution
and climate change to Namibia's marineand climate change to Namibia's marine
ecosystem and will build programmaticecosystem and will build programmatic
support to work with our partners tosupport to work with our partners to
address these and other challenges.address these and other challenges.

WWF aims to address these demandsWWF aims to address these demands
through inclusive conservation and thethrough inclusive conservation and the
development of green economydevelopment of green economy
pathways, while tackling conservationpathways, while tackling conservation
conflicts by focusing on WWF’s threeconflicts by focusing on WWF’s three
global strategic areas – habitat, species,global strategic areas – habitat, species,
and footprint.and footprint.



WWF secured support from the COmON Foundation for the Zambezi Integrated Conservation
Planning that applies the 4 Returns Approach to Restoration to achieve a connected, resilient,
economically viable conservation landscape for people and nature in the Zambezi Region. 
The 4 Returns are: 1. Return of inspiration: happy people with passion; 2. Return of social capital:
job creation; 3. Return of natural capital: restoring biodiversity; and 4. Return of financial capital:
making a financial profit.  

With our partners in the MEFT, we positioned Namibia as one of the GEF 7 30x30 / T3 pilot
countries under a global WWF project. This work assists Namibia to re-evaluate its current
conservation system, gaps, and possible needs for future new actions. 

Preliminary discussions with WWF South Africa and potential donors are underway to pilot a
marine intervention.

Human Wildlife Conflict mitigation measures undertaken through the Sustainable Wildlife
Management project include: (i) a crocodile-proof enclosure was constructed in Wuparo
Conservancy with additional crocodile-proof enclosures to be constructed during Year 2 of the
project; (ii) materials for elephant tin fences were procured and will be erected in the Mudumu
Landscape; and (iii) lion proof kraals were erected in Wuparo Conservancy with additional kraals
to be erected in Salambala Conservancy.

2021 – 2021 Key Results: 

For the past three decades, Namibia has consistently and incrementally adopted conservation 
approaches that have resulted in the expansion in range and increase in numbers of many 
wildlife species, including black rhinoceros, elephants, and large carnivores. Wildlife recoveries 
have been particularly noteworthy within the communal areas of Namibia, attributed to the 
emergence of communal conservancies. Namibia’s progressive legislation which has allowed 
people living with wildlife to benefit from these natural resources has led to a strong sense of 
ownership and as a result, in improved protection of these resources against illegal activities, 
through community stewardship, goodwill and support. Over this period, poaching activities 
had remained at all-time lows.

However, as ivory and rhino horn prices escalated, poaching of elephant and rhino became 
highly criminalized and organized, and it became evident that community goodwill and support 
was no longer an effective means of combating poaching on its own, and would need to be 
accompanied by targeted interventions on law enforcement, investigations, and prosecutions.

With an increase in poaching, below average rainfall, slow economic growth and reduced 
budgets in Government, WWF Namibia recognized that a more focussed anti-poaching/law 
enforcement support effort would be required to work synergistically with the gains made in 
building community stewardship. The following projects respond to this need: 

WILDLIFE CRIME:
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WILDLIFE CRIME

In northwest Namibia, more than two years 
of zero rhino poaching between August 2020 
and April 2022. Overall, poaching of rhinos 
was reduced by 78% during the project 
timeline.

Reduced elephant poaching was recorded 
across all project sites and in Namibia 
elephant poaching dropped to 0 in 2021 from 
101 in 2016. 

More than 165,000 km were walked during 
foot patrols in three crucial project areas 
(Namibia – 103,946 kms, Zambia – 25,451 
kms and Zimbabwe – 34,758 kms) between 
2017 and 2022. 

The K9 program, launched in Namibia in 
2018, has contributed significantly to wildlife 
crime related arrests.

Exchange visits, resulting in increased 
collaboration and trust between 
transboundary communities on wildlife 
crime, were facilitated.

4,300 farmers (59% women) living in and 
around conservation areas in Zambia are 
now practicing conservation agriculture. Over 
90% of the farmers and their families are 
estimated to have improved food security to 
the point where they no longer need to 
poach for survival. 

(Combatting Wildlife Crime Project (CWCP)
The overall objective of the USAID funded CWCP 
is to increase the black rhino population in 
Namibia and stabilize and contribute to range 
expansion of KAZA elephants. The project 
involves 13 organizations across 5 countries, with 
WWF Namibia providing the lead management 
and coordination role. Some of the achievements 
of the project are:
 

Over 600 (33 % females) criminal justiceOver 600 (33 % females) criminal justice  
officials from the five KAZA states wereofficials from the five KAZA states were  
educated on the seriousness of wildlifeeducated on the seriousness of wildlife  
crime, through workshops and visits tocrime, through workshops and visits to  
national parks.national parks.  

Over 700 people (40 % females), includingOver 700 people (40 % females), including  
community rangers, were trained in lawcommunity rangers, were trained in law  
enforcement methods and wildlife crimeenforcement methods and wildlife crime  
scene procedures.scene procedures.  

Close to 470 (22 % females) governmentClose to 470 (22 % females) government  
law enforcement officials were trained onlaw enforcement officials were trained on  
anti-poaching technologies, in situanti-poaching technologies, in situ  
poisoning, and general law enforcement.poisoning, and general law enforcement.

A total of 810 training events, involvingA total of 810 training events, involving  
12,148 people (3,587 females), were held12,148 people (3,587 females), were held  
across the project sites to increase capacityacross the project sites to increase capacity  
building in sustainable natural resourcesbuilding in sustainable natural resources  
management.management.

Over 570 wildlife crime awareness eventsOver 570 wildlife crime awareness events  
were hosted across the five countrieswere hosted across the five countries  
reaching over 34,200 people (47% females),reaching over 34,200 people (47% females),  
with 74% community participation.with 74% community participation.



Development of Namibia Rapid Reference GuideDevelopment of Namibia Rapid Reference Guide
on Investigation and Prosecution of Wildlifeon Investigation and Prosecution of Wildlife
Crime, a summary of the InternationalCrime, a summary of the International
Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime toolkit,Consortium on Combating Wildlife Crime toolkit,
that sets out standards that all prosecutors andthat sets out standards that all prosecutors and
other entities must apply to all criminal cases.other entities must apply to all criminal cases.  

A stronger, collaborative relationship betweenA stronger, collaborative relationship between
police officers, MEFT investigators, the Office ofpolice officers, MEFT investigators, the Office of
the Prosecutor General, Customs and thethe Prosecutor General, Customs and the
Financial Intelligence Centre has been establishedFinancial Intelligence Centre has been established
with a proper financial forensic system in placewith a proper financial forensic system in place
for investigations to “follow the money”, resultingfor investigations to “follow the money”, resulting
in charges against 155 suspects under thein charges against 155 suspects under the
Prevention of Organized Crime Act violations.Prevention of Organized Crime Act violations.

A national wildlife crime database now exists withA national wildlife crime database now exists with
all wildlife crime cases registered in it.all wildlife crime cases registered in it.  

A National Environmental Crime Prosecution UnitA National Environmental Crime Prosecution Unit
has been established in the Prosecutor General’shas been established in the Prosecutor General’s
Office, the first of its kind, with two dedicatedOffice, the first of its kind, with two dedicated
senior prosecutors mentoring and trainingsenior prosecutors mentoring and training
prosecutors and investigators across the countryprosecutors and investigators across the country
on wildlife crime related cases. This is supportingon wildlife crime related cases. This is supporting
the effective clearance of the backlog of casesthe effective clearance of the backlog of cases
that have been a major challenge in the judiciary.that have been a major challenge in the judiciary.

Customs officers’ at all border posts across theCustoms officers’ at all border posts across the
country received training and awarenesscountry received training and awareness
workshops on detection of rhino horns andworkshops on detection of rhino horns and
elephant tusks from poached animals.elephant tusks from poached animals.

Between April and June 2022, a dedicated teamBetween April and June 2022, a dedicated team
initiated a special court process which resulted ininitiated a special court process which resulted in
80 wildlife related cases being finalized and 12580 wildlife related cases being finalized and 125
accused found guilty of wildlife crime relatedaccused found guilty of wildlife crime related
charges.charges.  

Bureau of International Narcotics and LawBureau of International Narcotics and Law
Enforcement Affairs (INL)Enforcement Affairs (INL)
Since 2016, WWF has received funding from the U.S.Since 2016, WWF has received funding from the U.S.
Department of State - International Narcotic and LawDepartment of State - International Narcotic and Law
Enforcement Affairs (INL) for projects designed toEnforcement Affairs (INL) for projects designed to
reduce poaching and trafficking of protected species.reduce poaching and trafficking of protected species.
Key recent results from this work include:Key recent results from this work include:

36 rangers received basic WPS ranger training in
law enforcement, SMART technology, and anti-
poaching strategy. 

Rangers were equipped with personal field and
camping equipment and first aid kits (80
individual kits and 14 field office kits). 

The WPS received 41 SMART devices for patrol
teams, while wardens received laptops, printers,
and other IT equipment.

IWPP supported veterinary interventions such as
the dehorning of rhinos, and the translocation
and collaring of lions.

IWPP supported the national roll-out of SMART
as a monitoring tool for park management and
anti-poaching patrols with equipment and
training. 

IWPP provided funding for the first National
Stakeholder Forum on Wildlife Protection and
Law Enforcement which brought 110 national
stakeholders together to assess the
implementation status of the Revised National
Strategy on Wildlife Protection and Law
Enforcement, and to discuss the challenges and
opportunities to improve wildlife protection and
reduce wildlife crime in the country.

Integrated Wildlife Protection Project
(IWPP)
The IWPP is funded by the German Financial
Cooperation and supports the Ministry of
Environment Forestry and Tourism (MEFT) to
operationalize the Wildlife Protection Services
(WPS). Working closely with our partners, project
results include: 
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OUTCOME 6:OUTCOME 6:
Build the enabling environment for conservationBuild the enabling environment for conservation

Inclusive conservation requires anInclusive conservation requires an  
enabling environment that includesenabling environment that includes  
favourable policy, an active, capable, andfavourable policy, an active, capable, and  
vibrant community of practice, and avibrant community of practice, and a  
society that recognises the opportunitiessociety that recognises the opportunities  
presented by wildlife and wild places.presented by wildlife and wild places.  
This process begins with sharingThis process begins with sharing  
information on pressing environmentalinformation on pressing environmental  
issues, such as climate change, wildlifeissues, such as climate change, wildlife  
crime and unsustainable developmentcrime and unsustainable development  
with national and internationalwith national and international  
stakeholders and partners while at thestakeholders and partners while at the  
same time, gaining a greatersame time, gaining a greater  
understanding of the opportunitiesunderstanding of the opportunities  
presented to Namibia and KAZA as wepresented to Namibia and KAZA as we  
strive for a vibrant “green and bluestrive for a vibrant “green and blue  
economy.”economy.”

As WWF Namibia expands itsAs WWF Namibia expands its  
programmatic impact, it is critical toprogrammatic impact, it is critical to  
invest in our operations and team whoinvest in our operations and team who  
make this possible. An enablingmake this possible. An enabling  
environment for conservation needs toenvironment for conservation needs to  
be restored and a new joint conservationbe restored and a new joint conservation  
movement needs to be developed. Themovement needs to be developed. The  
combination will contribute to thecombination will contribute to the  
protection of the environment, pride inprotection of the environment, pride in  
conservation successes, and sustainableconservation successes, and sustainable  
human development.human development.



WWF Namibia launched a new website and 
monthly newsletters to strengthened outreach 
nationally and internationally, sharing 
developments in conservation that are key to 
growing a community of practice. 

Earth Hour events were held in rural communities 
throughout the north, central and east of Namibia, 
sharing lessons on sustainable use of resources, 
and empowering youth with the confidence to 
raise their voices as custodians of the 
environment. 

A biodiversity app was piloted with youth, actively 
engaging them in the collection of data for 
conservation impact. 43 youth in 28 conservancies 
are using the Wild Landscapes Biodiversity App. 
Between March - June 2022, a total of 380 
biodiversity sightings under the 5 classifications 
(mammals, bats, reptiles, amphibians, and 
butterflies) were recorded. 

The Community Conservation and Inspiration Hub, 
a partnership with NGOs to develop a shared 
working and learning space, advanced with the 
purchase of 2 buildings and renovation plans in 
place. 

The Conservation Leadership Programme funded 
by the Hamer Foundation continues with 2 new 
interns inducted in early 2022. WWF Namibia is
currently piloting an additional professional 
internship programme and currently has 3 interns 
in various departments, including finance. 

The Organisational Development (OD) Plan, 
prepared in 2020/21, was delivered, and 
investments into staff training are being 
implemented. 

WWF Namibia submitted its first Affirmative Action 
Report to the Employment Equity Commission. 
 
Voices in Conservation, a series of videos, sharing 
stories from rural Namibians about the challenges 
of living with wildlife, particularly elephants, was 
launched on World Wildlife Day.

Work on the annual State of Community 
Conservation Report that is used by governments, 
NGOs and the media as a reference to the 
conservancies’ challenges and results in 
livelihoods, resource management is ongoing. 

2021 – 2021 Key Results: 
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Actuals Funding Diversity

FY2022 Target vs Execution by Theme

WWF Namibia - By the NumbersWWF Namibia - By the Numbers  

Partnerships & Leverage

Namibian 
16

Namibian
8

Non-Namibian
5

Non-Namibian 
3

Female 
19

Male
13

WWF Namibia Staff by Gender



With your continued support,With your continued support,  
we will continue to embracewe will continue to embrace  
change and reach this goal.change and reach this goal.

WWF Namibia’s conservation strategy 2022-2026 shares a vision for theWWF Namibia’s conservation strategy 2022-2026 shares a vision for the  
future of inclusive conservation in Namibia and the region that isfuture of inclusive conservation in Namibia and the region that is
mindful of development needs, multi-dimensional poverty and howmindful of development needs, multi-dimensional poverty and how  
sustainable conservation can infuse the debate, change behavior, andsustainable conservation can infuse the debate, change behavior, and  
help to create positive, lasting results for people and the planet.help to create positive, lasting results for people and the planet.  

It has been an extraordinary year. Hard work, dedication and strongIt has been an extraordinary year. Hard work, dedication and strong  
partnerships have ensured effective results, results which also inspire apartnerships have ensured effective results, results which also inspire a  
new round of questions, challenges, and opportunities. All of whichnew round of questions, challenges, and opportunities. All of which  
brings us closer to reaching our goal:brings us closer to reaching our goal:  

By 2026, the green economy in Namibia andBy 2026, the green economy in Namibia and  
Kavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area isKavango-Zambezi Transfrontier Conservation Area is  
generating significant social, cultural and economicgenerating significant social, cultural and economic  
returns at scale by securing healthy wildlife and wildreturns at scale by securing healthy wildlife and wild  

places.places.
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